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 The leaf surface is a stark environment for bacterial colonists with limited 

availability of nutrients, water and protected niches.  Despite these limitations, a 

plethora of bacteria appear to have adapted ways to survive and flourish on leaf 

surfaces.  One mechanism of survival is the formation of biofilms.  Biofilms are a 

consortium of bacteria and/or other microorganisms encased in an exopolymeric 

matrix and attached to a surface.  Biofilm formation could assist in biological control 

agents surviving on leaf surfaces.  Burholderia pyroccinia FP62 is a superior 

biological control agent of Botrytis cinerea (Gray mold) on geranium.  Evidence 

suggests that biofilm production is crucial to the biological control activity of FP62.  

Thus, understanding how FP62 biofilms develop on leaf surfaces would enhance our 

understanding of the role of biofilm formation in the biological control of foliar 

pathogens.  The spatial and temporal dynamics of FP62 on geranium leaves were 

examined by quantifying the culturable populations and microscopically examining 



 

the changes in bacterial cell distribution and morphology.  Inoculated leaf samples 

were observed with a scanning electron, environmental scanning electron, confocal 

laser scanning, or a fluorescence stereomicroscope.  Both chemically fixed and 

unfixed samples were observed.  In addition, the subsurface structure of biofilms was 

examined by removing tissue with a focused ion beam then viewed with scanning 

electron and scanning ion microscopy.    

 Microscopy investigations established that biofilms, produced by FP62, 

developed in a similar manner as those found in saturated conditions.  FP62 cells 

attach to the surface, form aggregations and these developed into biofilms.   Large 

aggregations were associated with the exopolymeric matrix by 3 days after 

inoculation; structured biofilms were observed by 7 days.  The large biofilms were 

mainly associated with glandular trichomes and stomata; these spanned numerous 

plant cells ranging in size from 50µm to 1mm.  The surface of mature biofilms had a 

convoluted surface that masked the underlying leaf cell topography.  There was a 

copious amount of sheet-like or fibril-like matrix materials covering and connecting 

biofilms to each other and glandular trichomes.  Focused ion beam milling removed 

cross sections with precision; subsurface investigations established that biofilms 

consist of varying densities of cells which are interconnected by fibril-like matrix 

materials.   There were many empty spaces below the biofilm surface; through 

sequential milling it was determined that many of these spaces were interconnected 

and potentially formed microchannels.  FP62 biofilms share many traits with saturated 

biofilms and the extensive biofilm formation of the leaf surface would enhance the 



 

potential that the biological control agent could come in contact with foliar pathogens 

and reduce disease development.   
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Evaluation of the Colonization and Biofilm Production by 
Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 on Geranium Leaves  

 
 

General Introduction 

 

 A biofilm, simply defined, is a consortium or aggregate of microbial cells 

enveloped in exopolymeric matrix and attached to a surface (Costerton, 2007; 

Costerton et al., 1987).  Biofilms are reported to form in a stepwise pattern which 

begins with attachment of cells to a surface, followed by the formation of 

microcolonies or aggregates that subsequently develop highly structured biofilms 

(Characklis, 1990; Johnson, 2008; Stoodley et al., 1999).   

Bacteria are abundant on leaf surfaces despite often harsh environmental 

constraints detrimental to growth (Andrews and Harris, 2000; Beattie and Lindow, 

1995; Hirano and Upper, 2000).  Bacteria on leaf surfaces are found mostly as 

aggregates of cells instead of single cells (Lindow et al., 2002; Monier and Lindow, 

2003) and are commonly present around trichomes, stomata and within cell junctions 

where nutrients and water are more likely to be available (Leveau and Lindow, 2001; 

Lindow and Brandl, 2003).  There is debate as to whether bacterial aggregates on 

leaves should be considered biofilms (Andrews and Harris, 2000; Baldotto and 

Olivares, 2008; Fett and Cooke, 2003; Lindow and Brandl, 2003; Morris et al., 1997).  

The biofilm lifestyle could offer bacteria protection from the environmental stresses 

encountered on leaf surfaces including ultraviolet radiation, starvation and desiccation 

(Molina et al., 2003; Morris and Monier, 2003). 
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 The majority of the research on foliar biofilms has been conducted using 

detached plant material that had been stored in high humidity environments or plants 

grown in high moisture environments (Baldotto and Olivares, 2008; Fett, 2000).  Only 

a few studies have been conducted on naturally occurring biofilms from plants grown 

in unsaturated, low moisture and humidity, environmental conditions (Fett and Cooke, 

2003; Morris et al., 1997).  Using various microscopy techniques these studies 

concluded that the biofilms were expansive; composed of many layers of bacterial 

cells and that the bacterial cells were encased in an exopolymeric matrix.  However, 

none of these studies examined the development of the biofilm from the time of 

introduction or studied the surface or subsurface architecture of the biofilms.   

 Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 is a superior biological control agent of Botrytis 

cinerea, the causal agent of Gray mold.  FP62 rapidly colonizes the leaf surface and 

protects inoculated plants from infection for at least 28 days after inoculation.  It has 

been observed to form biofilm-like structures on geranium leaves maintained in an 

unsaturated environment (e.g. limited or no free moisture).  Understanding how FP62 

colonizes leaf tissues could yield insight into traits that would be useful in discovery 

and successful commercialization of other bacterial biocontrol agents.   

 The objectives of this research were: (i) to examine the quantitative and 

qualitative changes in the distribution and morphology of the biological control agent 

FP62 on geranium leaves over time and (ii) to examine the architecture of FP62 

biofilms on geranium leaves using several microscopy techniques.   
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Examination of the Development and Architectural Features of an 
Unsaturated, Foliar Biofilm 

 

Introduction 

 
 

 A variety of microorganisms, bacteria, viruses, fungi, nematodes, and protozoa 

can be found colonizing the harsh and highly variable environment of leaf surfaces 

(Hirano and Upper, 2000).  Within this environment bacteria are the most abundant 

colonists (Lindow and Brandl, 2003; Schauer and Kutschera, 2008) and their 

colonization patterns are aggregated across the leaf surface and dependent on plant 

host, leaf morphology (Lindow and Brandl, 2003), leaf age (Beattie and Lindow, 

1995) and environmental stresses (Andrews, 1992; Beattie and Lindow, 1995). 

 Bacteria can immigrate to the leaf surface through atmospheric deposition 

(Lindemann and Upper, 1985; Molina et al., 2003), rain fall (Constantinidou et al., 

1990) or splash from other leaves (Lindow and Andersen, 1996), as hitchhikers on 

insects (Hirano et al., 1995), from the soil and on seed or on overwintering shoots or 

buds (Andrews, 1992) .  Bacterial colonists tend to be localized at particular sites such 

as trichomes, plant cell wall junctions, stomata, hydathodes, and other grooves of the 

leaf surface (Baldotto and Olivares, 2008; Beattie and Lindow, 1999; Timmer et al., 

1987).  

 The leaf structures where bacterial colonists are found tend to offer plant-

derived nutrients (Leveau and Lindow, 2001; Lindow and Brandl, 2003) or serve as 
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sinks for food sources that are deposited from the environment (Andrews, 1992).  

Endogenous nutrients passively leak from glandular trichomes and wounds (Lindow 

and Brandl, 2003) and become more abundant as leaves age (Beattie and Lindow, 

1995; Tukey, 1970).  Non-plant derived nutrients are ephemerally available these 

include pollen, soil particles, rainwater deposits, animal frass, and dead microbes 

(Andrews, 1992).  The size of microbial populations is directly influenced by the 

nutrients available on the leaf, leaf structures and the environment (Burrage, 1971; 

Hirano, 1990; Hirano and Upper, 1983). 

 Water availability also is required for bacterial growth on leaf surfaces.  Water 

availability can be one of the most limiting factors, as wetting events (e.g. dew and 

rainfall) are infrequent in some regions (Andrews and Harris, 2000).  However, the 

leaf structures that retain nutrients also can accumulate water and serve as a sink for 

bacterial colonists (Andrews, 1992).  Water also is retained on the leaf surface by a 

thin laminar air layer (boundary layer) that holds in the moisture released by stomata 

during transpiration (Lindow and Brandl, 2003).  The depth of the boundary layer is 

dependent on leaf morphology, size and the movement of air around the leaf (Martin 

et al., 1999; Nobel, 2005).  The boundary layer causes the humidity on the leaf surface 

to be higher than the ambient environment (Andrews, 1992; Burrage, 1971; Kitano 

and Eugchi, 1987) and also cools the leaf surface (Martin et al., 1999).   

 Other factors that affect the distribution of bacterial colonists on the leaf 

surface include ultraviolet radiation (Jacobs and Sundin, 2001; Lindow and Brandl, 

2003), leaf age and position in the canopy (Jacques et al., 1996; Kinkel, 1997).  
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Exposure to ultraviolet radiation can cause lesions to form in cellular DNA and disrupt 

normal DNA replication and RNA transcription (Jacobs and Sundin, 2001).  Thus 

successful colonists must possess mechanisms to repair DNA damage (Jacobs and 

Sundin, 2001), or reduce damage through production of pigments (Fokkema and 

Schippers, 1986; Jacobs and Sundin, 2001; Lindow and Brandl, 2003), or to avoid 

ultraviolet radiation by colonizing shaded sites such as along leaf veins or plant cell 

wall junctions (Jacobs and Sundin, 2001).  Therefore, leaves lower in the canopy 

which tend to be more shaded and cooler (Kinkel, 1997) often have increased 

microbial populations (Jacques et al., 1996).    

These observations indicate that a leaf surface is relatively void of available 

resources and that the distribution and density of bacteria on the leaf surface are 

directly related to the availability of suitable habitat which is non-randomly distributed 

on the leaf surface.  Thus, it would appear that survival of a bacterium arriving on a 

leaf surface is largely due to random chance.  However, α- and γ- proteobacteria are 

found to be the dominant leaf surface colonizers (Whipps et al., 2008), and specific 

bacterial species are routinely found on many different leaf surfaces (Andrews and 

Harris, 2000; Ercolani, 1991; Hirano and Upper, 2000; Malvick and Moore, 1988; 

Morris et al., 2007); indicating that many bacteria have developed traits that enhance 

their survival once they arrive on the leaf surface.   

Bacteria arrive on the leaf surface as single cells or small aggregates (Beattie 

and Lindow, 1999) followed by direct attachment to the leaf surface (Beattie, 2002; 

Haas and Rotem, 1976) or movement to a suitable location through chemotaxis (Chet 
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and Henis, 1973) or passively in drying water films (Leben et al., 1970; Morris and 

Monier, 2003).  Once bacteria attach to the leaf surface they begin to multiply or 

assemble to form microcolonies or aggregates that can be homogeneous or 

heterogeneous in species composition (Beattie and Lindow, 1999).  The majority (30 

to 80%) of bacteria on leaf surfaces are associated with bacterial aggregates on leaf 

surfaces that are localized within cell wall junctions, at trichome bases, and other leaf 

structures that influence nutrient and water accumulation (Lindow et al., 2002; Monier 

and Lindow, 2003; Monier and Lindow, 2004).  These aggregates can appear as a 

random assemblage of bacterial cells (unorganized) or as an assemblage of cells with 

varying degrees of spatial segregation and complex architecture (Monier and Lindow, 

2004) within a slime or extracellular polysaccharide (EPS) matrix (Monier and 

Lindow, 2003; Morris et al., 1997).  These large, organized, aggregates have much in 

common with biofilms and are likely the precursors to mature biofilms. 

Biofilms often are simply defined as consortia or aggregates of microbial cells 

enveloped in exopolymeric matrix and attached to a surface (Costerton, 2007; 

Costerton et al., 1987).  There is often a distinct architecture to the arrangement of the 

microbes within the encapsulating matrix where some regions are void of cells or 

channels are present through which water, gases and nutrients flow within the biofilm 

(Costerton, 1995; Donlan, 2002).  Frequently, there is communication among the 

microbial cells, conducted through chemical signals, within the biofilm that dictates 

the development of the biofilm (Donlan, 2002; Hentzer et al., 2004; Quinones et al., 

2005; Stoodley et al., 1999; Stoodley et al., 2002).   
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Plant-associated biofilms have been reported on all portions of the plant 

(Molina et al., 2003).  They have been observed on leaves formed by epiphytic and/or 

pathogenic bacteria (Baldotto and Olivares, 2008; Fett and Cooke, 2003; Jacques et 

al., 2005; Morris et al., 1997; Morris et al., 1998; Rigano et al., 2007), within vascular 

tissues (Grall, 2003; Molina et al., 2003) and on roots (Molina et al., 2003).  However, 

some researchers suggest that in unsaturated environments (limited or no free water) 

sizeable bacterial growths on leaf surfaces are best termed aggregates; due to the lack 

architectural complexity similar to those found in saturated, high moisture and 

humidity, environments and that biofilms would be more likely on leaves found in 

high humidity environments (Andrews and Harris, 2000; Lindow and Brandl, 2003).  

However, the current understanding of aggregate morphology on leaf surface could be 

a function of the limited time course and the fixation methods used in most 

investigations.   

Biofilm formation would offer numerous advantages to microorganisms 

inhabiting the leaf surface.  The matrix that encases bacterial cells living in biofilms 

would aid in attachment to the leaf surface (Leben, 1981), protection from 

environmental stresses such as desiccation (Beattie and Lindow, 1994; Beattie and 

Lindow, 1999; Timmer et al., 1987), concentration of nutrients (Costerton et al., 1995; 

Wolfaardt et al., 1995), and protection from oxidative stress (Kiraly et al., 1997; 

Stewart et al., 2000), ultraviolet radiation, predation and anti-microbial toxins 

(Costerton et al., 1995; Davey, 2000; Morris and Monier, 2003; Morris et al., 1997).  

Biofilm formation also would assist in the concentration of community member 
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derived compounds such as indole-3-acetic acid (Brandl et al., 2001; Lindow and 

Brandl, 2003; Lindow et al., 1998), extracellular polysaccharides (Beattie and Lindow, 

1995; Beattie and Lindow, 1999; Denny, 1999) and biosurfactants (Bunster et al., 

1989; Lindow and Brandl, 2003) that enable the population to modify the leaf surface 

to aid in the acquisition and retention of nutrients and water (Whipps et al., 2008). It is 

possible that numerous benefits of biofilm formation would enhance the efficacy of 

biological control agents against plant pathogens.  The contribution of biofilms to 

colonization and biocontrol on leaf surfaces has not been broadly investigated.   

 The biological control agent Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 was chosen to 

examine the process of biofilm formation on leaf surfaces because of its superior 

biological control of Gray Mold of geranium (Press et al., 2002) and preliminary 

observations made with microscopy techniques indicated that FP62 formed large 

aggregates that resembled microbial biofilms (Sechler et al., 2002).  The objectives of 

this research were to observe temporal development of FP62 biofilms and their surface 

and subsurface architecture using several microscopy techniques utilizing fixed and 

unfixed samples.  Use of several microscopy techniques would support the accurate 

identification of artifacts associated with individual microscopy techniques and sample 

fixation, thus yielding a more complete understanding of FP62 biofilm development.   
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Materials and Methods 

 

Microbial Strains  

 The bacterial strains used were the biological control agent Burkholderia 

pyroccinia strain FP62 and FP62-gfp.  FP62-gfp expresses the modified green 

fluorescent protein GFP-mut2 (Cormack et al., 1996) from a constitutive endogenous 

promoter, created by randomly mutagenizing FP62 using pUTmini-Tn5gfp (Matthysse 

et al., 1996).  FP62-gfp was selected based on brightness of fluorescence, wildtype 

growth and morphology on plant leaves.   All media used for FP62-gfp was amended 

with 100µg/ml kanamycin.  

Strains were streaked for single colonies and cultured for 48 hours at 27oC on 

yeast extract broth (Difco, Sparks, MD) agar medium.  Multiple colonies were 

collected and suspended in 100 ml of yeast extract broth in a 250 ml flask and agitated 

(300 rpm) overnight at 25°C.  FP62 cells were pelleted by centrifugation (15,300 × g 

at 4°C for 10 minutes) and the supernatant was discarded.  The pellet was re-

suspended in 0.14 M saline buffer, centrifuged, supernatant discarded, and re-

suspended in sterile 18MΩ-cm water.  Suspension turbidity was measured in a 

Spectronic 20D spectrophotometer (Milton Roy, Company, Rochester, NY) at 600nm 

and adjusted to 1x109 cfu/ml. 

All experiments were conducted with 9-week old greenhouse-grown Red 

Ringo 2000® (Ball® Horticultural Company, West Chicago, IL) geranium plants.  The 

terminals and the lower leaves showing reddening were removed; leaving 4-6 leaves 
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on the plant.  Bacterial strains were applied to run-off and incubated in the greenhouse 

(average RH 65%, and temperature 22°C); plants were bottom watered after treatment 

to avoid wetting leaves.  Experiments were factorial designs of sampling time and 

bacterial strains (no bacteria, FP62 and/or FP62-gfp) arranged in a randomized 

complete block with 4 to 6 replications.  Paired experiments were initiated at the same 

time where one experiment was processed for microbial populations and the other was 

examined microscopically (SEM and ESEM) at 0, 1, 3, 7 or 14 days after inoculation 

(DAI) as described below.   

 

Estimation of bacterial populations 

 At the time of sampling, all leaves were removed at the leaf/petiole junction 

and digitally photographed to determine leaf area (cm2) with Assess® (APS Press, St. 

Paul, MN).  Leaves were then placed in a whirl-pak bag (Nasco Co., Fort Atkinson, 

WI) with 25 ml of 0.1M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.1), sonicated (Branson 5210 

sonication bath, Danbury, CT) for 4 minutes, and then serially diluted, vortexing 

solutions between dilutions and spiral plated (D-mode of Eddy Jet spiral plater, IUL, 

USA Inc; Cincinnati, OH) on 5% yeast extract broth agar amended with 100 μg/ml 

cycloheximide.  Plates incubated at 25oC for 48 hours and were counted; the detection 

limit was 1 × 101 cfu/ml.  Counts were converted into log colony-forming units/cm2 

leaf tissue.  Regression analysis was done with SigmaPlot 10 (Systat Software Inc., 

San Jose, CA.). The experiment consisted of 6 replications and was repeated twice.     
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

 Three 1 cm2 leaf samples were cut from the third leaf down from the 

meristematic tip, fixed by placing leaf samples in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.1) overnight in 2 ml microcentrifuge tubes and rinsed 

three times in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.1).  Samples were dehydrated in graded 

ethanol baths (30, 50, 75 and 3  ×  100%) for 1 hour each.  Samples remained in the 

same tubes throughout the entire process,  Samples were dried to the critical point 

(Pelco CPD2, Ted Pella Co.; Redding, CA), glued (Duco® cement, Danvers, MA) to 

specimen mounts and sputter coated with carbon (Cressington 208 carbon coater, 

Great Britain).  Samples were observed with a XL30 ESEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) 

operating under high vacuum.  Each experiment consisted of 6 replications with 3 

subsamples and was repeated twice.   

 
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM)  

 
Leaf pieces were removed (described above) from the same leaves that were 

sampled for SEM.  Samples were attached to specimen mounts with double-sided 

carbon tape (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and viewed with a XL30 ESEM (FEI, 

Hillsboro, OR) that was operated in the wet mode, using water vapor as the imaging 

gas (Danilatos, 1993).  Samples were viewed uncoated under low vacuum (1.5 Torr), 

using the gaseous secondary electron detector.  Due to time constraints only three of 

the six replications were examined.  This experiment was repeated.   
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Fluorescence stereomicroscopy 

 The third leaf from the growing tip, inoculated with FP62-gfp, was removed 

and viewed unfixed with a fluorescence stereomicroscope (MZ FLIII, Leica) with a 

100-W mercury lamp with a maximum workable magnification of 20.48× and 160× 

with digital enhancement.  GFP fluorescence was viewed using a filter set with 

excitation peak of 480/40 nm and 510 nm barrier filter.  Images were captured with a 

digital camera (Leica DFC 310FX) and formatted using Leica Application Suite 

software.  Leaves were sampled at 7 or 14 DAI; there were 4 replicates and the 

experiment was repeated.   

 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)  
 
 The third leaf down from the growing tip was cut into 2 × 7 cm pieces.  Leaf 

samples were placed into a well of a Falcon® tissue culture plate (Fisher Scientific, 

Pittsburg, PA) and covered with 10ml of sterile deionized water.  Samples inoculated 

with FP62-gfp were viewed immediately while those inoculated with FP62 were 

stained in a 100 µl of Syto 9 (1 mg/ml, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and/or 100 µl 

of propidium iodide (1 mg/ml, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and incubated for 10 

minutes in the dark.  Observations were made with a CLSM (Leica 63× immersible 

objective) equipped with an Argon/Argon-Krypton (488 nm) and Helium-Neon (633 

nm) laser.  Single slice images were converted into a composite snapshot with Leica® 

Lite software.  Samples were observed at either 7 or 14 DAI; there were 4 replicates 

for each viewing time and the experiment was repeated.  
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Dual beam focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB SEM) 
technique and sample preparation 
 

Due to the limited depth of FP62 biofilms at 0, 1, and 3 DAI, only samples 7 

and 14 DAI, were viewed and milled with a Helios 600 Nanolab dual beam FIB SEM 

(FEI, Hillsboro, OR) as described in Chapter 2.  Cross sections were milled away from 

the sample with the FIB and the surface and subsurface architecture was viewed with 

SEM.  Sites with a single cross section removed were imaged with SEM; those with 

multiple cross sections removed were imaged with scanning ion microscopy (SIM).  

Composites of 8 images for each section, imaged with SIM, were used to reduce the 

obscuring of structural detail due to random charging of the sample surface and low 

resolution.   

 

Results 

 

Population estimates 

 The culturable FP62 population significantly decreased after initial application 

until reaching a stable population of approximately 2 log cfu/cm2 at 7 and 14 days 

after inoculation (Figure 1).  There was substanital variation around the mean at 

sampling times, indicating that culturable population density was highly variable 

among individual leaves.  Culturable populations were below the detection limits from 

the control plants (data not shown).   
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Microscopy of control samples from uninoculated leaves 

 Samples taken from control plants were viewed with each of the microscopy 

instruments to establish the distribution and abundance of microbial colonists.  

Observations made with SEM and ESEM microscopy techniques established that the 

surfaces were relatively bare of microbial colonists at all sampling times (Figure 2A).  

Those present were located within the conventional sites associated with bacterial 

colonization (e.g. trichomes, stomata and within plant cell junctions; Figure 2B).  

These tended to be individual cells or small aggregates, 5 to 20 µm in size, with 

morphologies from small cocci to long rods observed within plant cell junctions 

particularly around glandular trichomes and stomata (Figure 2C).  CLSM techniques 

utilizing Syto 9 stain suggested that bacterial cells were viable on the leaf surface 

(Figure 2D).  With the fluorescence stereomicroscopy there were some sites that had a 

greenish-yellow autofluorescence associated with living fluorescent cells, but due to 

light refraction and low magnification, it was not possible to visualize individual or 

microcolonies of cells (Figure 2E).     

 

FP62 biofilm development in situ 

 Initial distribution (0 DAI).  Observations of samples made with both a 

SEM and ESEM indicated that FP62 cells were randomly scattered with an aggregated 

distributed at the leaf scale with random areas of leaf surface, 1-2 mm, free of bacterial 

cells.  There was a higher density of bacterial cells at leaf margins that appeared to be 
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associated with the accumulation of large inoculum droplets during application of 

FP62.  The margin was avoided at future sampling dates due to the potential that the 

colonization patterns in this region were not representative.  At the scale of a plant 

cell, bacterial cells tended to accumulate at plant cell wall junctions or at trichomes 

and stomata (Figure 3).  Individual and aggregates of bacterial cells also were present 

across the surface of plant cells.  The bacterial aggregates at all locations consisted of 

a single layer of bacterial cells with a slight rod appearance and were about 1.3-2.0× 

0.3-0.5 µm in size (Figure 4).  SEM observations of fixed samples indicated that some 

bacterial cells had several linear, fibril-like structures extending to nearby cells or the 

plant surface (Figure 4A).  Individual bacterial cells could not be clearly distinguished 

using fluorescence stereomicroscopy due to a combination of light refractions, plant 

autofluorescence and low resolution (160×).  However, aggregated cells could be 

observed at leaf margins.   

 Several artifacts were observed with the SEM and ESEM.  Liquid fixation 

often resulted in broken trichomes and shrunken cells (Figure 5A).  Desiccation of 

tissues occurred when samples were viewed for greater than 3 minutes with the ESEM 

resulting in distorted leaf cells and trichomes (Figure 5B).  There were also 

crystalline- and round-appearing objects over the leaf surface and FP62 cells (Figure 

5C).       

 FP62 distribution 1 DAI.  Observations with the SEM and ESEM indicated 

that single cells and aggregations of FP62 were distributed across plant cell surfaces 

with a slight rod shape appearance measuring 1.3-2.0 × 0.3-0.5 µm in size, the same as 
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0 DAI (Figure 6).  Aggregations within cell junctions and at trichome bases appeared 

to be composed of many layers of cells while bacterial cells on the surface of plant 

cells still appear to be a single cell layer.  There appeared to be an increase in the 

frequency of linear, fibril-like structures connecting FP62 cells to the leaf surface and 

each other (Figure 6B).  Individual bacteria cells were not discernable using 

fluorescence stereomicroscopy but the distribution appeared to be aggregated at the 

leaf margins.   

 FP62 distribution 3 DAI.  Based on SEM and ESEM observations, the 

distribution of FP62 was aggregated, with the majority of bacterial cells found in 

association with plant cell wall junctions and trichomes.  Some of the aggregates 

covered several plant cells extending 50-200 µm in diameter.  The aggregate consisted 

of single cell layers over plant cells and as multiple layers within plant cell wall 

junctions, around trichomes and stomata (Figure 7A, B).  Small aggregates and single 

cells were observed on the surface of plant cells.  FP62 cells appeared to be 1.0-1.5 × 

0.2-0.5 µm in size with a slight rod appearance and numerous linear, fibril-like 

projections between cells and the leaf surface.  The densest areas of colonization were 

at glandular trichomes and within some of these large aggregations there appeared to 

be a network of thin, fibril-like projections between FP62 cells (Figure 7C).   

 Artifacts associated with samples viewed with SEM and ESEM were similar to 

those seen at 0 and 1 DAI.  However, with ESEM techniques FP62 cell aggregations 

were charged under the electron beam (Figure 8) and the leaf surface appeared to be 

cracked in some areas (Figure 7B).   
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 FP62 distribution 7 DAI.  Based on SEM and ESEM observations the 

distribution of FP62 cells was similar to 3 DAI, however, bacterial aggregates within 

cells junctions had coalesced and bridged across plant cell surfaces forming a lattice 

like network across numerous plant cells (Figure 9A).  Aggregates over leaf cells 

appeared to be composed of one to a few cell layers, whereas those within plant cell 

wall junctions appeared to be composed of several cell layers.  Aggregates around the 

base of trichomes had engulfed plant cells immediate adjacent to trichomes and 

thickened to such an extent that the underlying plant cell structure was no longer 

obvious.  These biofilms often extended to cover plant cells adjacent to those 

surrounding the trichome base (Figure 9B).  The bacterial cells within these aggregates 

were cocci-like rods about 0.75-1.0 × 0.2-0.5 µm in size and were encased in a matrix 

that often resembled a cobweb (Figure 10A).  The cells appeared to be connected to 

neighboring cells by networks of thin fibril-like material; also encasing some cells was 

what appeared to be a sheet-like, semi-opaque covering.  The matrix of fibril-like and 

sheet-like materials also was observed covering empty spaces between FP62 cells 

(Figure 10B).  An amorphous material covering FP62 aggregates was visible using the 

ESEM but often would rapidly desiccate under the electron beam leaving strands of 

material on the surface (Figure 10C).  Observations of large aggregations that had 

undergone FIB milling established that aggregations were composed of 10 cell layers 

(Figure 11).  Below the seemingly continuous surface there were many empty spaces 

between FP62 cells and the leaf surface (Figure 11).  Surface investigations of FP62-

gfp or fluorochrome stained FP62 cells with CLSM, agreed with SEM and ESEM that 
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large aggregations were associated with plant cell wall junctions, around trichomes 

and stomata (Figure 12A).  The surface of large aggregations was composed of 

varying depths ranging from 2 µm to 33 µm (Figure 12).  At this sampling time, 

observations made with the fluorescence stereomicroscope suggested that FP62-gfp 

cells were abundant at the base of trichomes, but the autofluorescence of leaf tissues 

was to bright for imaging.     

 Artifacts associated with SEM sample preparation were similar to 0, 1 and 3 

DAI.  It appeared that some of the FP62 cell layers had been removed from large 

aggregations and the aggregates were cracked in many locations (Figure 13).  In some 

areas, the margins of large aggregations had separated from pulled away the leaf 

surface.  Desiccation of the sample was still problematic with the SEM.  Observations 

made with the ESEM determined that some of the large aggregations were covered in 

materials with pockmarks, cracks and crystalline structures on the surface and FP62 

cells sometimes visible underneath (Figure 14).  With FIB manipulations, striation 

marks were left on the exposed subsurface materials, and these striations often masked 

individual cells (Figure 15).  Uncoated materials also charged under the electron 

beam, possibly resulting in the aggregation separating from the leaf surface.  With 

CLSM techniques the samples could only be viewed for 15 minutes before cells within 

large aggregations became active, as seen by twitching movements.  Cells dislodging 

from the aggregations reduced the resolution and precluded accurate observation.  

Accurate assessment of propidium iodide-stained cells was not possible due to leaf 

organelles fluorescing at similar wave lengths.  Nonetheless, it was apparent that 
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biofilms contained some cells with permeable membranes and, presumably, dead cells 

based on staining with propidium iodide (Figure 16).   

 FP62 distribution 14 DAI.  Aggregations were more mature at 14 DAI than 

those observed at 7 DAI, in that they were more textured, appeared thicker, and the 

surfaces had more structure.  Examination with SEM techniques determined that the 

aggregations were quite extensive, completely covering several leaf cells between 

stomata and ranged in diameter from several hundred micrometers to a few 

millimeters (Figure 17A).  Large aggregations spanned between several glandular 

trichomes and appeared to be composed of varying densities of cells (Figure 17B).  

Single cells and small aggregates were abundant at the edge of large aggregations with 

thin, fibril projections between cells and projecting to the leaf surface (Figure 17C).  

The surface of the large aggregations was highly structured with a rippled or ridged 

appearance as well as many cracks on the surface and aggregations separated from 

trichomes (Figure 18A).  There also were areas devoid of cells between aggregations 

and fibril- and sheet-like matrix covered gaps with cells visible beneath (Figure 18B).  

The matrix materials were abundant over and between FP62 cells and the bacterial 

cells within these aggregates were cocci-like rods about 0.75-1.0 × 0.2-0.5 µm in size, 

similar to 7 DAI.  Observations made following FIB milling established that the 

aggregations were composed of 10 to >50 cell layers and that there were many empty 

spaces between FP62 cells below the surface (Figure 19A).  The sheet-like matrix 

appeared to be limited to the surface of aggregation while the linear, fibril-like 

projections were abundant between FP62 cells below the surface (Figure 19B).  
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Sequential milling of a single site confirmed that bacterial cell layers varied 

throughout the aggregation and that some of the empty spaces were interconnected 

and appeared to form microchannels (Figure 20).  Some of these microchannels lead 

to larger empty spaces ( >5 µm in size)within in the biofilm or to the surface.  The 

surface investigations of FP62-gfp or stained FP62 cells with CLSM, agreed with 

SEM observations that the aggregations were in similar locations as those at 7 DAI.  

Aggregations at 14 DAI, compared to 7 DAI, had the same amount of variation in 

depth, but the greatest depth measured exceeded 58 µm (Figure 21A, B) and the 

aggregation surface was cracked (Figure 21C).  FP62-gfp cells were observed in large 

aggregations that were abundant at the base of glandular trichomes (Figure 22A) and 

within plant cell junctions expanding over leaf cells; these had many cracks breaking 

up the aggregations completely (Figure 22B).   

 The artifacts observed with the microscopy techniques described here were 

similar to those observed at 7 DAI.  However, observations made with SEM, 

fluorescence stereomicroscopy and CLSM determined there were more cracks, 

compared to 7 DAI, associated with the FP62 cell aggregations.     

 

Discussion 

 

 The microscopy techniques utilized in this research established that B. 

pyroccinia FP62 forms three-dimensional, matrix encased biofilms on geranium leaf 

surfaces by 7 DAI that increase in architectural complexity as they mature.  FP62 
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biofilms appear to form in the classical stepwise pattern which begins with attachment 

of cells to a surface, followed by the formation of microcolonies or aggregates that 

subsequently develop highly structured biofilms (Characklis, 1990; Johnson, 2008; 

Stoodley et al., 1999).  This research shows that FP62 is able to rapidly colonize the 

leaf surface following introduction and form biofilms that spread and increase in depth 

to 14 DAI.  These traits could be important for a biocontrol agent to ensure long term 

disease control.   

It is apparent that FP62 is capable of forming biofilms on the leaf surface of 

geranium leaves in unsaturated environmental conditions.  There is a highly structured 

architecture associated with the dense aggregations and an abundance of EPS matrix 

covering and separating them.  The structured surface of FP62 differed with the 

observations of unsaturated biofilms formed by Pseudomonas putida, which were 

relatively flat when observed with atomic force microscopy (Auerbach et al., 2000).  

These flat biofilms of P. putida were grown on an agar surface and it is thought that 

biofilms with abundant nutrition are usually flat while those developed in nutrient-

limiting conditions are highly structured (Moller and Korber, 1997).  The reduction of 

FP62 cell size from 0 to 3 DAI to 7 and 14 DAI also is suggestive of a nutrient 

deprived environment and commonly observed in biofilm development (Bhinu, 2005; 

Clegg et al., 1996; Givskov et al., 1994; Patel, 2005).  Biofilm cells, in saturated and 

nutrient-limited environments are reported to be smaller in size but often elongate to 

absorb more nutrients (Steinberger et al., 2002).  As suggested by Morris and Monier 

(2003) it would be logical that in foliar biofilms cells further away from nutrient sinks 
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should elongate but if the biofilms are well hydrated the cell size would only decrease 

due to limited diffusion of nutrients throughout the biofilm.  Other findings also relate 

the structure of unsaturated biofilms developed by FP62 to saturated biofilms 

including the varying complex architecture, empty spaces forming interconnected 

microchannels within the biofilm and the abundance of EPS matrix over and between 

aggregations (Costerton 2007).   

FP62 biofilms had apparent microchannels despite the lack of continuously 

available free water on the leaf surface.  The open channels observed with saturated 

biofilms were unexpected in biofilms of FP62 found on dry leaf surfaces.  In saturated 

environments biofilm channels and interstitial voids, increase the supply of oxygen 

and nutrients to the cells deep within (de Beer et al., 1994).  FP62 is an aerobic 

microbe and O2 may be limited within biofilms without channels for gas exchange.  It 

is possible the interconnected empty spaces, observed with the FIB SEM, are 

microchannels that allow the movement of O2 in and CO2 out of the biofilm in 

addition to movement of nutrients and water.  Conversely, the channels could be an 

artifact; the result of materials being ionized away from the FIB.  The 

indistinguishable cell shapes observed after the removal of a single cross section could 

have been related to redeposition of ionized materials with FIB milling of biological 

samples (Drobne et al., 2007).  Redeposition also is likely in our system because with 

sequential milling indistinguishable features would become distinct.   

The development of large biofilms on geranium leaves by FP62 could be 

specific to the host plant due to the abundance of glandular trichomes and stomata 
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present on the upper leaf surface.  The abundant glandular trichomes may be a source 

of nutrients (Wagner, 1991) that increase the carrying capacity of the leaf surface 

compared to other plants (e.g. Phaseolus vulgaris (Monier and Lindow, 2004)).  

Geranium glandular trichomes secrete fatty acids, anacardic and alkyl phenolic acids, 

flavonoids, and other compounds (Grazzinia et al., 1999, Ivancheva and Petrova, 

2000) that could be used as a nutrient source by FP62.  Burkholderia cepacia is 

capable of degrading many complex compounds as a source of carbon; FP62 is in the 

same taxonomical complex and may be able to do the same (Holmes et al., 1998; 

Parke and Gurian-Sherman, 2001).  Geraniums are thought to produce flavonoids to 

enhance protection from ultraviolet radiation (Ivancheva and Petrova, 2000) it is 

possible that plant-derived flavonoids could become incorporated in the EPS matrix of 

a biofilms thereby providing additional protection of bacteria cells from ultraviolet 

radiation within the biofilm.  Conversely, it has been shown that flavonoids from 

guava can be bacteriostatic (Rattanachaikunsopon and Phumkhachorn, 2010).  

However, in the findings reported here, glandular trichomes and their associated 

secretions did not have a negative impact on FP62 colonization.  Instead the studies 

reported here suggest that glandular trichomes enhance biofilm formation since the 

development of the EPS matrix within large aggregations of FP62 cells was first 

observed at 3 DAI adjacent to glandular trichomes and not until 7 DAI on other sites 

on the leaf surface.  The abundance of stomata may influence biofilm development by 

providing free moisture through transpiration, because the EPS matrix enables the 

sequestering and movement of nutrients and water.  EPS production, in unsaturated 
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environments, is inversely affected by water availability (Chang and Halverson, 2003).  

Because FP62 biofilms appeared to have a copious amount of matrix, it is likely that 

water diffused throughout the biofilm.   

 In saturated environments, the EPS matrix provides the structural support for 

biofilms (Stoodley et al., 2002).  The components of the EPS matrix such as 

polysaccharides, extracellular DNA and other bacterially-derived compounds also play 

a role in the overall variation in architecture (Sutherland, 2001).  It is likely an EPS 

matrix has a similar role in unsaturated biofilms on leaf surfaces.  The linear, fibril-

like projections observed between FP62 cells and the leaf surface with SEM 

techniques at 0, 1 and 3 DAI were most likely EPS polymers (Costerton et al., 1987; 

Little et al., 1991; Mayer et al., 1999) that are associated with the initial attachment of 

cells to the surface (Stoodley et al., 2002).  But, it is also likely that some of the 

strands were bacterial pili, fimbriae and/or flagella (Duguid and Anderson, 1967).  The 

attachment structures may play a role in initial, reversible, attachment to the leaf 

surface, whereas the EPS matrix enables bacteria to irreversibly attach to surfaces 

(Costerton et al., 1987).   

 The appearance of the network of fibril-like projections associated with FP62 

cells, with SEM techniques, were most likely a result of dehydration from the sample 

preparation (Costerton et al., 1995; Fett and Cooke, 2003; Sutherland, 2001; 

Whitchurch et al., 2002). They were nearly identical to strands formed when the EPS 

matrix over FP62 aggregations desiccated under the electron beam of the ESEM.  It is 

probable that the observed sheet-like EPS matrices were composed of different 
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materials that resisted dehydration better (Sutherland, 2001; Wolfaardt et al., 1998).  

The strands also could have also been fimbriae or pili observed in the matrix 

(Costerton, 2007; Duguid and Anderson, 1967).   

The amorphous covering over FP62 biofilms observed with ESEM techniques 

was presumably an EPS matrix because FP62 cells were observed under the materials 

in some areas.  Other studies of biofilms with the ESEM reported that the EPS matrix 

masks individual bacterial cells (Little et al., 1991).  It is likely that these matrices 

could have been composed of the same materials as the sheet-like matrix observed 

with SEM techniques and are more resistant to desiccation or were thicker than those 

that rapidly desiccated under the electron beam.    

The crystalline and granular objects seen on the surface of unfixed FP62 

biofilms could be debris that settled or collected on the matrix during development; 

such objects were not observed on samples fixed and viewed with the SEM.  It is most 

likely that the deposits observed on leaf surfaces were water droplets and salt crystals 

(Stabentheiner et al., 2010) or other particles introduced when the plants were top-

watered and fertilized prior to inoculation. 

The pockmarks and cracks, observed over FP62 biofilms using the ESEM may 

be artifacts of desiccation by the electron beam.  Alternatively, they could be a 

naturally occurring phenomenon where the microchannels and large voids reached the 

biofilm surface or collapsed due to desiccation.  The cracks observed in FP62 

biofilms, using all four microscopy techniques, were abundant in almost all of the 

FP62 biofilms at 7 and 14 DAI.  Initially it was thought that cracking was related to 
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sample fixation for SEM investigations.  However, it is likely that most of the cracks 

are a natural component of biofilms on leaf surfaces.  The cracks could result from 

leaf expansion during growth, natural desiccation of the biofilm, or a result of the 

changes in plant cell turgidity during the day (Rygol et al., 1986).  Cracking was 

observed with SEM techniques on the leaf surface and not just biofilms.  Thus, it is 

also possible that removal of the leaf from the plant caused cavitations, or the sudden 

change in water pressure within the xylem of the petiole and leaf veins (Nardini et al., 

2001).  The cavitations would have caused the leaf cells to swell slightly, potentially 

stretching the leaf cuticle or the biofilm matrix until cracking.  In other studies of 

foliar biofilms, cracks are readily observed in SEM micrographs but they are not 

addressed as artifacts or explained (Fett and Cooke, 2003; Morris et al., 1997).   

 The CLSM techniques utilized in this study did not allow visualization of 

empty spaces within the biofilm or individual cells, similar to Lawrence et al., 1991, 

due lower magnification (630× instead of a 1000×) to view samples in the natural state 

on leaf leaves.  Observation of saturated biofilms is typically conducted using flow 

cells which allows for microscopic examination without any disturbance of the 

biofilm.  Investigations of foliar biofilms under high magnification would require for 

samples to be observed under a cover slip (Morris et al., 1997; Rigano et al., 2007).  

Cover slip pressure may deform the biofilm and alter the three-dimensional structures.   

 The low population density of FP62 in the leaf washing experiments indicate 

that the number of FP62 cells being removed from the leaf surface with sonication is 

not comparable to observations with the microscopy techniques.  This difference in 
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visualized and measured populations would suggest that the FP62 cells observed with 

microscopy are nonviable; however, this result is not likely due to a large number of 

FP62 cells at 7 and 14 DAI stained with Syto 9 (a green fluorescent nucleic acid stain 

that binds DNA and RNA in living and dead bacterial cells).  However, without the 

accurate assessment of dead cells with propidium iodide it is difficult to ascertain the 

proportion of dead cells that were also on the leaf surface.  SEM and ESEM 

examination of samples taken from washed leaves, during the population studies, 

indicated that a large number of bacterial cells remained on leaf surface (data not 

shown) and greater than 90% of the bacterial cells present in the wash solution were in 

the form of aggregates with greater than 100 cells (Mahaffee and Neil, unpublished).  

It is most likely that variation seen at 7 DAI was due to inoculated plants being top 

watered.  The introduction of free water would have promoted the detachment of FP62 

cells from the biofilm as CLSM techniques established that biofilm cells become 

active in water.  In saturated environments nutrient deprivation will induce the 

detachment of bacteria from biofilms (O'Toole and Kaplan, 2000) since it is likely that 

unsaturated biofilms on the leaf surface are likely nutrient deprived, the presence of 

free water could have caused cells to shift to a platonic state and redistribute on the 

leaf surface.  It is probable that biofilms had not reformed when population samples 

were taken, thus the cells or small aggregates were easily washed from the leaves.   

 These studies indicate that FP62 is capable of forming biofilms on the surface 

of geranium leaves that are comparable in structure to biofilms found in saturated 

environments.  It is likely that the formation of biofilms by FP62 is important in its 
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efficacy as a biological control agent since biofilm formation appears to enhance 

survival of FP62 on the leaf surface.  Furthermore, the use of bacterial biological 

control agents that are able to form biofilms on leaf surfaces could promote lasting and 

effective prevention of plant pathogens that must first colonize the leaf surface before 

invading the host.   
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Figure 1:  Estimation of B. pyroccinia FP62 population on geranium leaves from 3 
experiments.  An exponential decay model adequately described the population 

dynamics.  Dotted line (y=1.63e(2.16(x+1.95); adjusted R2= 0.77)  when the outlier at 7 
DAI was removed from analyses.  Solid line (y=2.14e(0.99(x+1.19); adjusted R2= 0.53).  

All error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean of six replications. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 2:  Micrographs of untreated control geranium leaf samples, 7 DAI.  A: Liquid 
fixed sample observed with SEM showing plant cells (pc) and stomata (s). B:  SEM 

micrograph of a liquid fixed sample showing a heterogeneous aggregation of microbes 
next to stomata (s).  C: Unfixed sample observed with ESEM showing several 

glandular trichomes (gt) and stomata (s).  D: CLSM observation of a sample dual 
stained with Syto 9 (green, respectively, 500-600nm) and propidium iodide (red, 

respectively, 650-750nm) showing the live and dead bacterial cells and the 
autofluorescence (red) of leaf tissues.  E: Sample viewed with fluorescence 

stereomicroscopy showing the leaf surface, pink and black areas, and several glandular 
trichomes (gt). 
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Figure 3:  Initial distribution of FP62 on geranium leaves 0 DAI.  A: SEM micrograph 

of a liquid fixed sample showing FP62 cells (F) over the leaf surface.  B: ESEM 
micrograph of an unfixed sample showing FP62 cells (F) over plant cells, within plant 

cell junctions and around a stoma (s). 
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Figure 4:  FP62 cell appearance on geranium 0 DAI.  A: SEM micrograph of a liquid 
fixed sample with FP62 cells and attachment structures (as) between cells and the leaf 

surface (ls).  B: ESEM of an unfixed sample showing FP62 cells. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 5:  Artifacts observed on inoculated geranium leaves 0 DAI.  A: SEM 
micrograph of a liquid fixed sample with a broken trichome (t) and shrunken plant 
cells (pc).  B: ESEM (unfixed sample) micrograph of a trichome (t) and plant cells 

(pc) desiccated during exposure to the electron beam. C:  ESEM micrograph of FP62 
cells (F) and circular deposits (cd) on the leaf surface (ls). 
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Figure 6:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 1 DAI.  A-B: SEM micrographs of 

liquid fixed samples.  A: FP62 cells and small aggregates (a) are randomly distributed 
over plant cells and within plant cell junctions.  B: FP62 cells with attachment 

structures (as) between cells and between the leaf surface (ls). 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 7:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 3 DAI.  A: SEM micrograph of a 
liquid fixed sample showing FP62 distribution over the leaf surface with aggregates 

within plant cell (pc) junctions that extend over the plant cell and around the base of a 
trichome (t).  B: ESEM micrograph of FP62 colonization around trichomes (t).  C: 

FP62 cells with attachment structures (as) between cells, a network of thin, fibril-like 
projections is also between several cells (Mayer et al.). 
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Figure 8:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 3 DAI.  ESEM micrograph showing 

an aggregation of cells charged under the electron beam around a stoma (s) and within 
plant cell (pc) junctions, there is also a crack present in the leaf surface. 
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Figure 9:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 7 DAI.  A: SEM micrograph of a 
liquid fixed sample showing extensive coverage of FP62 aggregations over the leaf 
surface, there are a few uncolonized plant cells (pc).  B: ESEM micrograph (unfixed 
sample) of a large aggregation of cells around the base of a trichome (t) with several 

cracks in the surface. 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 10:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 7 DAI.  A-B: SEM micrographs of 
liquid fixed samples.  A: FP62 cells with arrangements of cobweb-like projection and 

sheet-like matrix over cells.  B: Aggregations of FP62 cells with sheet-like matrix 
material over cells and connecting them to a glandular trichome (gt).  C: ESEM 

micrograph of an unfixed sample showing a large aggregation with desiccated strands 
of matrix (m) and a large crack. 
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Figure 11:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 7 DAI.  SEM micrograph of a liquid 

fixed sample with a single cross section, 12x2.5x2.5µm, milled by the FIB; the 
aggregation of cells is composed of 5 cell layers and has several empty spaces 

associated with the subsurface architecture. 
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Figure 12:  Distribution of FP62 on geranium leaves 7 DAI.  CLSM composites of 
Syto 9 stained FP62 cells taken at a magnification of 63Χ.  A: FP62 aggregations are 

within plant cell (pc) junctions and stomata (s).  B:  3D topographical side view of 
panel A showing the varying depths of the aggregations.  C: 3D topographical view 

showing the surface topography of the aggregations.   
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Figure 13: FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 7 DAI, SEM micrographs of liquid 
fixed samples.  A: Overview of a large aggregation around a glandular trichome (gt) 

with many cracks and appears to have lost some of the cell layers (cl).  B: Crack in an 
aggregation. 
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Figure 14: FP62 distribution 7 DAI, ESEM micrographs of unfixed samples.  A: 

Overview of a large FP62 aggregation around a trichome (t); the top of the 
aggregations is bubbled and cracked in several places.  B:  Close up of the aggregation 

surface showing FP62 cells (F) under surface. 
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Figure 15:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 7 DAI.  SEM micrograph of a liquid 
fixed sample with a single cross section milled by the FIB through an aggregation on 
the plant cell (pc) surface; striation marks are left on the exposed materials, masking 

the features of individual cells. 
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Figure 16: CLSM composite taken at the magnification 630x.  Panel A is the 
composite of Syto 9 stained FP62 cells capturing fluorescence at 500-600nm.  Panel B 
is the composite if the propidium iodide stained FP62 cells capturing fluorescence at 

650-750nm.  Panel C is the overlay composite of Panels A and B. 
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Figure 17 
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Figure 17:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI, SEM micrographs of liquid 
fixed samples.  A: Extensive FP62 aggregations over the leaf surface.  B:  A large 

aggregation connecting three glandular trichomes (gt) that is not covering the stomata 
(s).  C: A large aggregation around the base of a trichome (t) with single cells and 

small aggregates at the margin. 
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Figure 18:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI, SEM micrographs of liquid 
fixed samples.  A: Glandular trichome (gt) with a large aggregation that has a 

structured surface as well as many cracks breaking up the surface.  B: Structure of a 
large aggregation with areas, void of cells and filled with sheet-like matrix (sl). 
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Figure 19:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI, SEM micrographs of liquid 
fixed samples with a single cross section, 15x10x10µm, milled by the FIB.  A: A large 
aggregation composed of 7-20+ cell layers with the leaf surface (ls) visible.  B: Large 

aggregation with sheet-like (sl) and fibril-like (Mayer et al.) matrix over cells and 
fibril-like projections between cells below the surface.  There are several empty spaces 

within the aggregation of cells in both panels. 
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Figure 20:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI, SIM composites of a series 
of sequential milled cross sections, from a large aggregation with the leaf surface (ls) 
below. Each panel shows 1µm of materials milled away.  The black arrow allows for 
reference of the materials milled away, A-H.  The dotted white arrow shows empty 

spaces that appear to be connected and forming microchannels throughout the biofilm, 
A-E.  Scale bar represents 5µm. 
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Figure 21 
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Figure 21:  FP62 distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI, CLSM composites with the 
magnification at 630Χ.  A: FP62-gfp aggregations within plant cell (pc) junctions and 
over the tops of plant cells.  B: 3D topographical view of the aggregations showing the 

varying depths of the cell layers and the topography of the aggregations.  C: Large 
aggregations with numerous cracks breaking up the surface. 
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Figure 22:  FP62-gfp distribution on geranium leaves 14 DAI; micrographs taken with 
fluorescence stereomicroscopy techniques.  A: Large aggregation next to a glandular 

trichome (gt).  B: Large aggregation, dull green fluorescence, on the leaf surface, pink 
fluorescence, with several cracks breaking up the surface. 
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Subsurface Examination of a Foliar Biofilm Using Scanning Electron 
and Focused Ion Beam Microscopy  
 

Abstract 

 

 The dual beam scanning electron microscope, equipped with both a focused 

ion- and scanning electron- beam (FIB SEM) is a novel tool for the exploration of the 

subsurface structure of biological tissues.  The FIB is capable of removing small cross 

sections to view the subsurface features and may be suitable to examining the 

subsurface structure of bacterial biofilms on the leaf surface.  The suitability of 

chemical and cryofixation was examined for use with the FIB SEM to examine 

bacterial biofilms on leaf surfaces.  The biological control agent, Burkholderia 

pyroccinia FP62, that rapidly colonizes the leaf surface and forms biofilms, was 

inoculated onto geranium leaves and incubated in a greenhouse for 7 or 14 days.  

Cryofixation was not suitable for examination of leaf biofilms because it created a 

frozen layer over the leaf surface that cracked when exposed to the electron beam and 

the protective cap required for FIB milling could not be accurately deposited.  With 

chemically fixed samples, it was possible to precisely FIB mill a single cross section 

(5 µm) or sequential cross sections from a single site without any damage to the 

surrounding surface.  Biofilms, 7 days post-inoculation (DPI), were composed of 2 to 

5 bacterial cell layers while biofilms 14 DPI ranged from 5 to greater than 30 cell 

layers.  Empty spaces between bacteria cells in the subsurface structure were observed 

in biofilms 7- and 14-DPI.  Sequential cross sections inferred that the empty spaces 
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were often continuous between FP62 cells and could possibly make up a network of 

channels throughout the biofilm.  FIB SEM was a useful tool to observe the subsurface 

composition of a foliar biofilm. 

 

Introduction 

 

The leaf surface is a harsh and rapidly changing environment with extreme 

fluctuations in temperature and water availability (Lindow and Brandl, 2003).  

Bacteria residing on leaves could survive these conditions through the formation of 

biofilms.  Biofilms are aggregates of microorganisms with complex structure, attached 

to a surface and encased in an exopolysaccharide (EPS) matrix (Costerton et al., 

1999).  Saturated biofilms are those completely submerged in water and unsaturated 

biofilms are those that are alternating from wet to dry.  Biofilm formation is thought to 

enhance survival by protecting cells from environmental stresses, predation and anti-

microbial compounds (Costerton et al., 1987).   

 In studies using light, epifluorescence, confocal laser and scanning electron 

microscopy, bacterial aggregates on leaves appear as randomly-stacked bacterial cells 

as deep as 25µm and with a width of up to 1mm or in larger networks spanning 

several millimeters and covering multiple plant cells (Fett, 2000; Fett and Cooke, 

2003; Morris and Monier, 2003; Morris et al., 1997; Morris et al., 1998).  Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) investigation found that the extracellular matrix, fully or 

partially associated with bacterial biofilms on leaves, was composed of sheet-like and 
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fibrillar material (Fett and Cooke, 2003).  Confocal laser scanning microscopy is able 

to observe subsurface features of a biofilms using fluorescent marked organisms 

including empty spaces void of cells and measuring the height and depth.  However, 

none have explored the arrangement of the cells and EPS matrix within the biofilm or 

the presence of microchannels in an unsaturated biofilm similar to those described in 

aquatic (saturated) environments (Stoodley et al., 1999) .   

 The dual beam, focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB SEM), is 

a useful micromachining tool for biological samples.  The instrument is capable of 

standard SEM viewing and FIB milling to remove sections for viewing of features 

below the readily observable surface layer.  FIB utilizes a gallium source ion beam to 

mill away sections of the sample surface to a specified height, depth and width.  It is 

precise enough to be used for ultramicrotomy, where thin cross sections of a fixed 

biofilm were removed and examined with transmission electron microscopy (Obst et 

al., 2005).  FIB SEM has been used to examine the architecture of a root canal biofilm 

(Oshashi et al., 2005) as well as the host-pathogen interactions between the powdery 

mildew fungus Blumeria graminis tritici and the leaf surfaces of various wheat 

cultivars (Kaminskyj and Dahms, 2008).  Thus, FIB SEM is likely to be useful to 

examine subsurface composition of bacterial biofilms on the leaf surface.  Scanning 

ion microscopy (SIM) can also be used with the FIB (Milani and Drobne, 2006); 

because ions are larger than electrons and positively charged the penetration is not as 

deep, therefore resolution with SIM is not as great as with SEM.   
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 Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 is a model foliar, biological control bacterium.  

It is able to prevent infections by Botrytis cinerea for up to 28 days.  FP62 is able to 

rapidly colonize the leaf surface and produces large aggregates by 3 days post 

inoculation and biofilms by 7 days (Chapter 2).  Biofilms by FP62 are found in the 

conventional sites bacteria prefer to colonize, including trichomes, plant cell junctions 

and around stomata (Morris and Monier, 2003).  The objective of this research was to 

examine the subsurface properties of a foliar biofilm produced by a biological control 

agent Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 using FIB milling.  Elucidation of the subsurface 

structure would help determine the nature of biofilm formation on unsaturated leaf 

surfaces.   

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Host plant inoculation 

 Geranium plants were grown from Red Ringo 2000® seed (Ball® Horticultural 

Company, West Chicago, IL) and transplanted into 25 cm2 pots at 4 weeks in 

Sunshine Basic Mix #1 potting soil.  Plants were grown in a greenhouse and fertigated 

(300 ppm, 20-18-20, Sunshine Technigro®, Bellevue, WA) daily.  The meristematic 

tips and senescing leaves were removed from nine-week-old plants prior to 

inoculation, leaving 4 to 6 leaves on the plant.   

 The biological control agent, B. pyroccinia FP62, was cultured 100 ml of Yeast 

Extract Broth (Difco, cat no 212750, Sparks, MD) in a 250 ml flask and agitated (300 
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rpm) overnight at 25°C.  FP62 cells were pelleted by centrifugation (15,300 × g at 4°C 

for 10 minutes) and the supernatant was discarded.  The pellet was re-suspended in 

0.14 M saline buffer, centrifuged, supernatant discarded, and the washed pellet was 

suspended in sterile 18MΩ-cm water.  Inoculum was adjusted to 1x109 cells/ml based 

on a 600nm optical density with a Spectronic 20D spectrophotometer (Milton Roy 

Company, Rochester, NY).  For each inoculation a Nalgene® atomizer (Rochester, 

NY) was used to mist 6 plants until run-off occurred.  Inoculated plants were allowed 

to dry then placed in trays and incubated in a greenhouse (average RH, 65%, and 

temperature, 22°C).  The plants were bottom-watered to avoid wetting leaves.   

 

Sample preparation 

 The third leaf down from the tip was sampled from 3 plants at 7 or 14 days 

post inoculation (DPI) by removing 1 cm2 pieces from the leaf base and apex such that 

a major vein was included.  Three samples were taken from each leaf.  Leaf samples 

were cryogenically or chemically fixed, 1 of the 3 samples was arbitrarily chosen for 

cryogenics.  Samples fixed by cryogenics were attached to a specimen mount with 

graphite, dried for ~2 minutes, and then submerged in liquid nitrogen until boiling 

ceased.  Frozen samples were quickly moved into the instrument chamber (Quorum 

2000PT model cryo stage, Great Britain) and held at -130°C for 5 minutes, then 

warmed to -95°C for 15 minutes, and then coated with platinum (~5 nm, Pt source) 

prior to viewing.   
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For chemical fixation individual samples were placed in 2 ml microcentrifuge 

tubes and fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde (Spi-Supplies, West Chester, PA) in 0.1M 

phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.1) overnight at room temperature.  After fixation, the 

sample was rinsed twice with phosphate buffer solution.  Samples were then 

dehydrated in a graded ethanol (EtOH) series (1 hour in each 30%, 50%, and 75%) 

and stored in 75% EtOH for 24-48 hours during transport to the EM facilities.  

Thereafter, samples were rinsed 3 times (1 hour each rinse) in 100% EtOH.  Samples 

remained in the same tubes throughout the entire process.  Solutions were exchanged 

slowly with a pipetter; extreme care was taken to minimize disturbance of the sample 

throughout the fixation and dehydration process.  Samples were removed from the 

tubes and dried at the critical point (Pelco CPD2, Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA), glued 

(Duco® cement, Devcon, Danvers, MA) to specimen mounts and carbon sputtered 

(Cressington 208 Carbon coater, Great Britain). 

 

FIB milling and SEM and SIM imaging  

 Mounted samples were placed into the FIB SEM instrument chamber and the 

air was removed (Helios 600 Nanolab dual beam, FEI Co., Hillsboro, OR).  Samples 

were first scanned with the SEM to examine the surface features and to select sites for 

FIB milling. SEM imaging was performed with the field emission gun electron 

column available in the same system, with a SEM beam voltage of 5 kV with a 1 nm 

spot size.  Prior to milling, a protective carbon or platinum cap was deposited on an 

area of interest. The carbon cap was deposited at 5 µm wide and 2 μm deep over a 
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period of 5 or 9 minutes, while the platinum cap was deposited at the same size but 

always over 9 minutes.  The stage was moved from a level position for SEM, to an 

angled position for FIB.  For FIB milling positively charged gallium (Ga) ions were 

field emitted from a liquid metal ion source.  A first milling pass was made using a 5 

to 7 nÅ and 30 keV Ga+ energy beam that removed a 25µm x 5µm x 5µm cross 

section of the sample.  A second (cleaning) pass was made with 0.3 to 1.0 nÅ and 30 

keV Ga+ beam to remove most striations.   

Sequential cross sections were achieved by FIB milling coupled with SIM 

imaging.  Each milling pass removed a section of 25µm x 1µm x 5µm and SIM 

images (ion beam imaging with 30keV and ~1 nÅ current) were taken between each 

mill.  SIM imaging was used because higher resolution SEM imaging would require 

stage rotation between each pass resulting in less precision in the milling.  A 

composite of 8 SIM images increased resolution.   

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Sample preparation and SEM observations 

 Cryogenically prepared samples were collected at one of the EM viewing 

sessions.  When viewed, they had a smooth frozen layer over the entire surface (Figure 

1A).  The smooth layer conformed to the sample surface with plant and bacterial cells 

creating an undulating surface. There were numerous cracks in this layer (Figure 1A) 

and more appeared as the electron beam passed over the sample surface.  Biofilms, 
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denoted by aggregations of bacterial sized undulations, were often associated with 

these cracks and were pulled slightly away from the leaf surface.  In some instances, 

the leaf surface or biofilm was visible through the cracks; but it was impossible to 

estimate the breadth or density of the biofilms.  The frozen layer is likely due to high 

humidity or free water being present on the leaf surface.  Trapping of the moisture 

from stomata transpiration within the leaf boundary layer results in a microclimate 

with high humidity and cooler temperatures (Kitano, 1987) so it is likely that free 

moisture was present (Burkhardt et al., 1999; Ferro and Southwick, 1984; Schuepp, 

1993).  Numerous attempts were made to place the protective carbon cap on several 

sites of cryogenically prepared samples.  However, the carbon cap could not be 

accurately applied to the selected site.  Excess carbon would encapsulate adjacent leaf 

structures and cover the surrounding area.  Thus masking surface features and making 

it impossible to determine if the correct site was capped (Figure 1B).  Due to loss of 

surface features and cracking of the biofilm, FIB milling was not conducted on 

cryogenically prepared samples.   

 The chemical fixation preserved FP62, plant cells, and the matrix associated 

with the biofilms.  However, with some of the samples there were some artifacts 

associated with sample preparation.  These included collapsed trichomes and leaf 

cells, cracks in biofilms and/or the leaf surface and more than likely desiccated EPS 

matrix.  In spite of the extreme care taken during fixation to avoid disturbing biofilms, 

it was apparent that some samples were damaged with forceps used to move the 
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samples from microcentrifuge tubes to critical point drying baskets to specimen 

mounts.  These damaged sites and samples with many artifacts were avoided. 

 

FIB milling of chemically prepared samples 

Protective caps and the coincidental point.  Both carbon and platinum 

protective caps were accurately deposited on chemically fixed samples and provided a 

stable structure for FIB milling.  Placement of the carbon cap over a period of 5 

minutes resulted in an etched, damaged area on the sample surface that smashed 

biofilm cells and more than likely disrupted the subsurface arrangement of materials 

and also created a fissure in the biofilm (Figure 2A).  There was no damage with the 

slower deposition rate (Figure 2B).  Both carbon and platinum caps allowed for 

precise milling of the selected site (Figure 2 B & C) with no apparent advantage of 

one material compared to the other.   

The coincidental point between the electron- and ion-beam often was difficult 

to achieve on areas where the sample had a slight curled shape from critical point 

drying.  These samples were discarded because they could not be milled.  On all other 

samples, the FIB milling was precise, with no apparent damage to the surrounding 

sample surface (Figure 3).  Despite subsequent FIB exposure “the cleaning mill”, 

some striation marks (i.e. non-uniform milling) remained on the exposed subsurface.  

This is common to FIB milling of biological specimens (Drobne et al., 2005) and the 

striations did not interfere with the observations.   
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Removal of a single cross section with the FIB.  The FIB was able to mill away 

materials at the predetermined settings with precision, barely disrupting the 

surrounding site (Figure 4).  At 7 DPI, biofilms were consisted of 2 to10 bacterial cell 

layers on the surface of the leaf (Figures 2C).  By 14 DPI, the biofilms increased in 

thickness and were composed of >10 layers of bacterial cells (Figure 5A).  At both 

sample times, what looked to be a fibrillar-like or sheet-like extracellular matrix was 

observed over and between bacterial cells (Figure 5B).  However, the sheet-like 

extracellular matrix material was found only over the biofilm surface.  This could be 

due to the make up of the matrix and these areas being more resistant to desiccation 

due to their chemical make up (Sutherland, 2001).  The observed matrixes were likely 

composed of dehydrated exopolysaccharides or other bacterially derived compounds 

that form eutectic bridges (Costerton, 2007) and/or possibly bacterial fimbriae, pili or 

flagella (Duguid and Anderson, 1967).   

There were many empty spaces associated with the subsurface composition of 

FP62 cells.  Cell-free spaces were found between FP62 cells or between the bacterial 

cells and the leaf surface (Figures 2C & 5A).  The voids ranged in size from 1 to 7 µm 

and were observed throughout the biofilm.  It is possible that voids were areas 

previously filled with cells or matrix that ionized under the FIB beam (Drobne et al., 

2005a); but, as described below, the voids were contiguous in sequential cross sections 

thus were likely present prior to milling.  Along with the observed voids, unidentified 

solid masses that ranged in size from 1µm to greater than 5µm were observed within 
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biofilms (Figure 5A).  It is possible that these masses are sites of re-deposition of the 

ionized materials or areas that were not well-preserved during fixation. 

Removal of sequential cross sections with the FIB.  Sequential milling allowed 

for milling of the same site repeatedly (Figure 6).  Therefore chemical fixation created 

stable materials that could withstand repeated manipulation with the ion beam.  This 

found that surface observations were correct that areas of the biofilm that appeared 

thick were composed of many layers of FP62 cells and thinner appearing areas had 

less cell layers.  Thus, FP62 cell density varied throughout the biofilm.  It also 

suggested that the spaces void of bacterial cells were abundant throughout the biofilm.  

Some of the empty spaces appeared to be contiguous; these could possibly be forming 

a network of interconnected channels, microchannels, which run throughout the 

biofilm.  These channels could be associated with the transport of water, nutrients, 

oxygen and/or wastes throughout the biofilm.  Biofilms, found in saturated 

environments, are known for their channels that permit water, wastes and nutrients to 

flow to all the areas of the biofilm (Stoodley et al., 1999).  It is likely that thick 

biofilms in drier environments also would have similar structures, despite the lack of 

free water on the leaf surface.   

SIM imaging was used for examination of sequential cross sections rather than 

SEM.  For SEM, the stage required tilting, which made it near impossible to 

coordinate sequential cross sections at the same site with FIB.  Both the SIM and SEM 

were excellent in imaging the topographical contrast of the irregularly shaped 

biological samples similar to Drobne et al. (2005b).  The micrographs taken with the 
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SIM was not as clear as those taken with the SEM, but observations and the composite 

images allowed for thorough assessments.   

 

Conclusion 

 

 Focused ion beam milling was useful for observing the subsurface features of 

an unsaturated foliar biofilm.  Cross sections were precisely removed from the sample 

and allowed observation of the biofilm cell layers and the abundance of EPS matrix 

associated with them.  There were minimal artifacts from FIB manipulation.  

Cryogenic fixation of leaf samples was not conducive to our studies, however, it was 

unexplored if subsurface features were preserved.  Chemical preparation of leaf 

samples were favorable for FIB milling and appeared to preserve the biofilm features 

with minimal artifacts.  While the focus of this study was on leaves these methods 

could be applicable to other soft tissues to investigate biofilm structure or the 

composition of the community.  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 1: Cryogenically prepared geranium leaf samples.  A: The sample surface is 
completely covered with a frozen layer with many cracks appearing after viewing with 

SEM. B: The leaf surface after the placement of a protective carbon cap (cc) on a 
cryogenically fixed sample; with excess carbon (ec) on the sample surface and 

encapsulating a stalked trichome (st). 
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Figure 2: 
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Figure 2: Protective cap deposition, 25µm x 1µm x 5µm, and FIB milling of biofilms 

7-days after inoculation of geranium leaves with B. pyrrocinia FP62. A-D: Chemically 
fixed samples A: Damage caused to the sample surface by the carbon cap (cc) when 

deposited at a fast rate that etched the biofilm (b) and created a fissure.  B:  
Undamaged sample surface with carbon cap deposited slowly.  The carbon cap (cc) 

remains on the sample surface after a mill through the biofilm (b), the leaf surface (ls), 
and into the epidermal cells of the leaf tissue (lt).  C:  The remaining platinum cap 

(pc), 2 to 3 µm deposited over a period of 9 minutes, on the sample surface after a mill 
through the biofilm (b) and leaf surface (ls). 
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Figure 3:  Chemically fixed samples with biofilms, 14-days after inoculation.  An 

overview of an extensive biofilm next to a glandular trichome (gt) that has had 
a single cross section milled away by the FIB. 
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Figure 4: 
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Figure 4: Chemically fixed sample of biofilm 14-days after inoculation.  A: The site 
prior to FIB milling, to demonstrate the precision of the FIB notice the stalked 

bacterium (white box).  B: The site following FIB milling, the stalked bacterium 
(white box) has only slightly moved with the manipulation. 
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Figure 5:  Chemically fixed sample of a biofilm 14-day after inoculation.  A:  A milled 
biofilm (b) composed of several bacterial cell layers and empty spaces (es) within the 

structure.  Vertical striation marks are visible even after a cleaning mill on the exposed 
edge and the unidentified solid mass (m).  B: A milled biofilm with fibrillar-like 

extracellular matrix over and between bacterial cells (arrows). 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 6:  Sequential milling of a chemically fixed biofilm, 7-days after inoculation.  
A: SEM overview of a selected site for FIB milling.  B-C: Composites of eight SIM 
images averaged to reduce the effects surface charging.  B:  One cross section milled 
away, exposing the leaf surface (ls) under the biofilm.  C: Another cross section taken 

from the same site with the leaf surface (ls) visible below the biofilm as well as 
exposed leaf tissues (lt).    
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General Conclusion 
 

 The research described here examined the quantitative and qualitative changes 

in the distribution and morphology of Burkholderia pyroccinia FP62 on geranium 

leaves over time as well as examine the architecture of FP62 biofilms using several 

microscopy techniques.  To meet these objectives, population studies were conducted 

to examine the number of viable FP62 colony forming units that could be washed off 

the leaf surface at different sampling times following inoculation.  At the same time 

leaf samples were examined and the spatial-temporal distribution and surface structure 

of bacterial aggregates were observed using fixed leaf samples with scanning electron 

microscopy techniques or unfixed samples using environmental scanning electron 

microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy and fluorescence stereomicroscopy 

techniques.  The use of multiple microscopy techniques allowed for the confirmation 

of artifacts produced with each and allowed confirmation that the features observed 

were not associated with sample preparation.  The biofilm surface and subsurface 

architecture was examined using fixed samples with dual beam focused ion beam 

scanning electron and scanning ion microscopy techniques.   

 The culturable populations of FP62 rapidly declined and reached a steady state 

by 7 days after introduction whereas the microscopy investigations suggested that 

populations were increasing. Observations made with a scanning electron microscopy 

and environmental scanning electron microscopy techniques established that there 

large populations of FP62 cells on the leaf surface that develop into large biofilms, 
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encased in an exopolymeric matrix by 7 days after introduction.  Biofilms had highly 

structured surfaces and were made up of large continuous aggregates or aggregates 

connected by exopolymeric matrices.  It was also determined that FP62 cells undergo 

a phenotype change; cells at sampling days 0, 1 and 3 range in size from 1.0-2.0 × 

0.02-0.05µm and at days 7 and 14 0.75-1.0 × 0.2-0.5µm.  This is similar to what has 

been observed in saturated (high moisture and humidity) biofilms as a result of 

nutrient deprivation.  Using fluorochromes for detection of viable bacterial cells, it 

was established that most of the cells in biofilms were viable.  These observations also 

indicate that FP62 forms biofilms on leaf surfaces following a typical stepwise pattern 

similar to biofilms in water-saturated environments which begins with bacterial cell 

attachment to a surface followed by the production of microcolonies or aggregates that 

then develop into structured biofilms.  Investigations of the subsurface architecture 

with the dual beam focused ion beam scanning electron microscope techniques 

revealed that there are many empty spaces below the biofilm surface and many of 

these spaces are interconnected to form microchannels that run throughout the biofilm 

but mostly go from the surface to the inner layers of cells.  These microchannels could 

serve for the translocation of gasses, nutrients and possibly water and wastes.  These 

data suggest that unsaturated (low moisture and humidity) biofilms produced by FP62 

have some commonality with saturated biofilms formed by other bacteria.   

 The focused ion beam removed cross sections from a FP62 biofilm with 

precision and caused little to no damage to the surrounding site.  These investigations 

revealed that FP62 biofilms were composed of varying numbers of cell layers as well 
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as empty spaces devoid of cells, with some of these spaces forming interconnected 

microchannels.  There was an abundance of fibril-like matrix materials found between 

FP62 cells within the biofilm.  These findings indicate that the structured biofilm 

surface is created by uneven cell growth, the exopolymeric matrix and empty spaces.  

FIB-SEM is a useful tool for examining the subsurface structure of biofilms on soft 

tissues.     
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